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APPLYINGAPPLYING THE MODEL 

Chapterr  Seven - APPLYIN G THE MODEL 

-- Four  Case Studies 

Introductio n n 
Ass we have seen in the previous chapters, a study of the explicit and implici t choices in world music 

educationn enables us to look at music teaching and learning trom a new perspective, encompassing a 

numberr  of crucial choices in the transmission process. For  the development of this model, examples 

havee been drawn from many practices across the world. This final chapter  is an exercise in applying 

thee model in its entirety to a number  of specific case studies. The data for  these cases are a 

combinationn of observations, video recordings, interviews, curricul a and reports. For  each, a specific, 

well-definedd and documented transmission moment or  period has been selected. 

Fourr  specific tradition s are addressed: 1) djembe (Mandinka percussion from West Africa) ; 2) 

(baglama)(baglama) saz (folk music from Turkey); 3) gamelan (gong kebyar from Bali); and 4) bansuri 

(classicall  flute music from North India). The choice of these tradition s over  other  possible examples 

hass not been random. Between mem, they represent a wide variety of approaches to musical structure, 

sociall  context, and thinkin g about musical transmission. While each of the tradition s has been well 

establishedd in the Netherlands, with a history of some twenty years on Dutch soil, they all entered 

Dutchh society through different channels. Djembe entered the country through a combination of 

recordings,, interest from Afric a travellers, and a number  of West African musicians settling in the 

Netherlands,, starting with the group Afric a Djolé. Saz came to the Netherlands with a large number  of 

Turkishh immigrants attracted to strengthen the work force in the 1960s and 1970s (Schapendonk-

Maas,, 2000). The interest in gamelan in the Netherlands can be traced back to its colonial past (Heins, 

1989).. Indian music became established in the Netherlands after  the immense popularity of the music 

inn the West during the late 1960s (Farrcll , 1997). In the end, however, these four  forms of music are 

comparablee in the sense that they have all remained distinct tradition s mat have become 

recontextualised,, rather  man mutating into new forms of musical expression through fusion. The 

relativee continuity over  decades in the Netherlands of these four  tradition s makes it possible to 

considerr  processes of teaching and learning in new environments over  a longer  period of time, and to 

comparee them to these processes in the cultures of origin. 
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Anotherr selection criterion has been representativity. In order to diminish the risk of idiosyncratic 

views,, four musician-teachers were selected who are generally regarded to be amongst the leading 

specialistss in their specific tradition in the Netherlands, as is borne out by their extensive track record 

ass teachers and performers. Two are from the cultures (Turkey and India) from which the music is 

derived,, while the other two are 'outsiders' (one Dutch, one Surinami) who have spent over twenty 

yearss studying the music and its culture. The latter two belong to the new breed of world music 

ambassadorss who often form a bridge between the culture of origin and the new settings. For the 

purposee of this study, the reflections by these new representatives of ancient traditions can be of great 

value,, although they may also be biased in a way contrary to what might be expected: like converts, 

Westernerss tend to be more conservative than their counterparts from the culture. 

AA final consideration was dependability of the information. As I have witnessed numerous examples 

off  classes in each of the traditions chosen, the risk of idiosyncrasies, incidents being interpreted as 

generalisations,, and other misunderstandings clouding the picture was reduced substantially. 

Prolongedd exposure also made it possible to use a variety of sources as background material: didactic 

methods,, reports by learners, interviews with teachers, descriptions by scholars, observation of 

practice,, sound recordings, and video registrations. With this number of sources and the ensuing 

opportunitiess for triangulation, the picture that emerges can be considered reasonably dependable, in 

spitee of single researcher bias. 

Keyy references for this chapter are video registrations of lessons in each of the four traditions 

discussed,, and interviews with the four teachers referred to above. The latter appear in edited version 

inn the text of the various case studies. Full-length recordings of both interviews and lessons on DVD 

formm Appendix E of this dissertation. 
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Casee stud y 1: Mandink a percussio n for Dutch amateur s - O'Brya n 
GeneralGeneral references: Appendix El & E2 (enclosed on DVD): registration of advanced djembe lesson and 

interview.interview. Recorded on July 3, 2003, in Melody Line Studios, Amsterdam. Specific references in text. 

Introductio n n 

Onee of the most wide-spread phenomena in world music education practices in the West is that of 

Africann percussion. The numerous genres and percussion ensembles of Sub-Saharan Africa have 

appealedd to Western audiences for decades, much more than the many forms of subtle melodic music 

thee continent has to offer. This appeal has led to a great deal of interest in actually learning to play. 

Thee relatively easy accessibility of West African drumming - real or assumed - has drawn thousands 

off  students to workshops and series of lesson. This means there is a substantial practice upon which to 

basee research. 

Ass an example representing this phenomenon, the focus of this case study is the work of Ponda 

O'Bryan,, a teacher of Surinami descent who is widely regarded as the central person in bringing 

djembee to music education in the Netherlands. The central point of reference is an advanced class 

whichh constituted part of his private practice. One key observation occurred in the evening of July 3, 

20033 in Melody Line, a studio in Amsterdam. There were seven students: two men in their thirties and 

fivee women in their forties and early fifties. Main sources for this case study are a video registration of 

thee class, and a video-interview with O'Bryan after the lesson. The conclusions that could be drawn 

fromm this concentrated object of study were checked against regular observation of O'Bryan's work in 

hiss private practice, the Amsterdam Music School and several school projects over a period of twelve 

years,, and a book and video on djembe learning by Famadou Konaté (1997). 

Inn the observed lesson, O'Bryan taught "Tama," a male dance which he characterises as a dundumba 

(dundum)(dundum) rhythm from the Korusa region in Guinee. It is a fairly complicated rhythm, with seven 

differentt parts, played with three bass drums: dundum, sanbang and kenkeni, three accompanying 

djembess and a solo djembe. In a slightly simplified form, it can also be played with only five 

drummers.. The students in O'Bryan's studio have been learning drumming for four to seven years, 

andd their teacher considers them quite advanced. They have been playing this particular rhythm for 

fivee weeks prior to the recorded lesson, with one 90-minute lesson a week (Interview O'Bryan, July 2, 

2003,, 0:20). 

Background d 

Whilee Africa is often conceived by outsiders as a (collection) of pure, traditional cultures, change is part 

off  most aspects of African culture (cf Nketia, n.d). What the Encyclopedia Brittanica says of dance 

practicee holds true for the closely related musical practices as well "Scholars studying the emergence of 
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neww styles of dance in Africa have distinguished three related forms: traditional, neo-traditional, and 

contemporary.""  It contrasts the gradual changes in traditional dance styles in the villages with changes 

stimulatedd by the introduction of formal education, transport and communication, and entertainment 

musicc through radios, leading to new expressive patterns (Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 2003). 

Likee in most cultures, there is no single system of music education in operation throughout West Africa, 

nott even in traditional music. Different forms of music require different types of musicians, and 

consequentlyy the training is dissimilar. In order to get a perspective, we wil l examine a few major strands 

inn the music of one of the prominent ethnic groups, the Mandinka. 

First,, there is the well-known tradition of the griots or jalis, once the bards of Mandinka kings, and still 

praisee singers and the voice of important people now. In Music in Africa -the Monding Context, Roderic 

Knightt describes the learning process of these musicians, which is not dissimilar to the Indian guru-sisya-

paramparaparampara (see also case study 4): "Jaliya ... is learned through apprenticeship. For the boy, who wil l 

mostt likely learn the instrument his father plays, this means between seven and ten years spent with a 

recognisedd master -usually from age ten, and usually not with the father, since a non-family member can 

deall  more strictly and objectively with a student." (Knight, 1984, p. 75). He continues: "The actual 

instructionn on an instrument is done by observation and imitation, although if it is the balo [African 

xylophone],, the teacher may reach over the student's shoulder to guide his hands on the keys. Structured 

lessons,, exercises and practice are largely foreign to the tradition. Instead, the student is encouraged to 

participatee in actual performance in any way he can" (ibid., p. 76). In other words, the learning process is 

integratedd into the actual performance practice to a large extent. 

Theree are a number of observations one can make about the practice ofjalis, who have been located at 

thee great courts of the empire of Mali from as early as the 13th century (Knight, 1973). First, the 

practicee and repertoire illustrate that an oral tradition without any use of notation can have an 

unbrokenn tradition of many centuries. Secondly, it introduces the idea that it is better to learn with 

someonee outside of the immediate family, which is quite unlike the situation in other family traditions, 

wheree usually the father is the primary teacher. Next, we can distinguish various degree of dependence 

onn directed instruction in learning the physical way of playing of the instrument: the balo allows for 

thiss type of help in playing, while the kora, the harp lute which is the principle instrument for the jalis, 

doess not. Finally, it is striking to note that students commonly practice on out-of-tune koras. Tuning is 

onee of the last things the student learns; possibly as a means of maintaining one's dependence on the 

teacherr up to the moment he decides the student is ready to be a musician in his own right (Knight, 

1984,76). . 
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Knightt  continues to describe the learning process for  drumming among the Mandinka: "Even though 

drummingg is not regulated by family traditions, an apprenticeship is required for  membership in a 

troupe.""  This apprenticeship seems to follow a logical sequence: 

AA student begins on the kutirindingo . Of the two Kutir o drums, this smaller 
onee is played with less variation than the other, and in performance it is the 
drumm that usually starts the rhythm, the kutirib a coming in afterwards. Both 
off  these factors make it easier  to master  as a beginner. The beginning 
drummerr  wil l spend all of his time for  the first ten years on this drum. [...] 
Ass with the learning of the jaliya, structured lessons and practice sessions are 
virtuall yy unknown, but early participation builds confidence quickly, and the 
studentt  can learn how variations are introduced. Thus flexibilit y is learned 
simultaneouslyy with the basic repertoire. ... Once the kutirinding o has been 
mastered,, the student moves on to the kutirib a [...] The drumming 
apprenticeshipp moves the drummer through the ranks of his troupe, (ibid , p. 
84) ) 

Inn this way, we can distinguish an organically organised system of music teaching and learning, which 

makess sense from both the perspective of professional practices of the musicians and the phases of 

learningg of the student. Djembe drumming, which is the most widespread percussion traditio n of the 

Mandinka,, follows a similar  pattern in West-Africa. O'Bryan describes the learning process of African 

musicianss in this tradition , consisting of a basic ensemble of one to three dundumbas, and three to four 

goblett  shaped wooden djembes, one of which serves as the solo instrument, usually played by the 

masterr  drummer of the ensemble: 

Theyy start quite young. And they begin with the bass drums. The first is the 
kenkenni.. That is the time-keeping instrument When people are playing, they 
justt  look for  a young kid around, and if the kid is intelligent, if he has the 
musicall  ear  to understand the basic pattern in the music, they keep him on the 
kenkenni.. This is the lowest level. Then, maybe after  two years, bit by bit he 
cann start changing to the other  instruments. He can go to the sambaing, to the 
dundumba,, then the accompanying djembes. Gradually, he can start going to the 
differentt  festivities and ceremonies with his master, and finally become a 
masterr  himself. 

Studentss can start learning both formally and informally . Sometimes, when an 
ensemblee is incomplete, they can just pick someone to assist. In that way, he 
cann grow in the system if he likes i t The other  way -when you really want to 
learn-- is that the elder  people that see a kid with intelligence for  rhythm, they 
bringg him to a master. Then he is given some cola nuts as a sign of respect, and 
hee is asked if he wants to train the child. There is a natural selection. When a 
studentt  does not have the particular  type of intellect to understand the music, or 
iss to slow to pick up, then the master  wil l just ignore him. I know some people 
inn the West think otherwise, but not everybody in Afric a has the talent to 
becomee a good drummer. (Interview O'Bryan, July 3,2003,0:11) 

Again,, the relation to the master  does not seem to be primaril y a close blood relationship, there is a 

logicall  progression through the various instruments, and holistic skills in assimilating the music seem 

too be a key requisite for  being considered for  serious training. 
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Djembee in the Netherlands 

Thee djembe, with its main proponents hailing from Mali and Guinee, has gained considerable 

popularityy in the Netherlands over a period of less than two decades. The music of djembe is 

accessiblee and exciting to a broad audience, and the drum itself has a low initial technical threshold: 

whilee a conga or a labia takes a substantial amount of practice to produce an acceptable sound, the 

responsee of the djembe is very direct. According to O'Bryan, who has links to most West-African 

percussionn activities in the Netherlands, there must be many thousands of these drums on Dutch soil, 

creatingg probably the highest djembe density per square kilometre outside of West Africa. But the 

developmentt towards great popularity has taken place across the West, as Polak states: 

Inn Europe and North America, a market has existed since the mid-1980s for 
concertss and CDs with percussion based on jenbe music. Yet even more striking 
thann this is the extent of instrument sales, jenbe classes, and amateur playing taking 
placee in the industrial countries in the 1990s. The jenbe is about to replace the 
congaa as the most widespread drum played without sticks but with bare hands. 
(Polak,, 20000, p. 13) 

AA vast practice on a basic amateur level has emerged. In the Netherlands, O'Bryan has played a key 

rolee in training the trainers in this tradition. He has been teaching privately, at public music schools 

andd as a guest teacher at several conservatoires. As of September 2003, he is involved in a 

professionall  training course in West-African percussion at the Amsterdam Conservatoire. 

Writte nn - oral 

Djembee has always been transmitted without notation in West Africa. The lessons in the Netherlands 

generallyy reflect this practice. Occasionally, djembe students trained in Western music feel the need to 

writee the rhythms as an aide de mèmoire ̂but the general practice is to memorise the basic patterns and 

too learn the structures for improvisation. Recordings are often used as a means to support this process. 

Pondaa O'Bryan knows how to write music, but he sees limited use for it: 

Youu can write how it is played theoretically, but there are certain things you can 
onlyy learn from a master. For instance, you can write something down as a 
triplet,, but it is never really played like a triplet. I know people who understand 
thee structure, but to get the real feel takes a lot of time. It has to ripen, like an 
apple.. There are a few students who can write, but I don't stop the class for 
them.. I can also write music myself, as I went to Rotterdam Conservatoire for a 
feww years, but I did not learn from my masters like that myself. In September 
[2003],, I wil l start a class for rhythm notation for those that are interested. You 
don'tt need it to play African percussion, but it can be useful when you need to 
rememberr a lot of rhythms in a short time. On the other hand, I have children 
whoo play at the same level, and they never write anything. (Interview O'Bryan, 
0:24) ) 
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Inn other words, O'Bryan chooses a method of transmission that strongly leans towards oral, although 

hee does not exclude the use or usefulness of notation for particular settings of learning the djembe 

repertoire,, particularly the non-traditional setting of learning many rhythms over a short span of time. 

Analyti cc - holistic 

Whilee historically, the music is learned through immersion, with an absolute minimum of explanation, 

thee lessons of O'Bryan in the Netherlands use the analytical capacities of both teacher and students. 

Playingg remains the core of the lessons, but the pieces are built up step by step in a logical order. The 

teacherr may not have a formal lesson plan, but he does have a very clear picture of how he expects 

studentss to develop: 

Inn Africa, they don't stop and explain what went well or wrong during the 
classess like I do. Most of the learning takes place during the ceremonies. So it's 
happeningg during the playing. They just grow in the music. There may be some 
explainingg at times. For instance, after playing at a ceremony, one of the 
accompanyingg djembe players can ask the master: what was this the solo drum 
wass doing, or that. But the explanation will be very short. 

AA lot of the teaching we do in Europe is only short sounds in Africa, if I say, 
firstt do a tone and then a slap, they just say, tun tan, and if you play tan tun, 
theyy will tell you tun tan once more. By that time you'd better get it. They don't 
havee much patience with the students, sometimes they even beat them if they 
aree not playing well. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:15) 

Whilee his lessons may seem very loosely organised, O'Bryan in fact structures his material 

quitee carefully: 

II  already played some rhythms from the same family with them, so I first 
showw them what's the same. There are three patterns which are identical in 
thee entire family. Then I show them the 'melody', which is played on the 
sambaing.. Then I bring in the countermelody on the dumdum. We play that a 
while,, and then I start to rotate, so that everybody gets to play and 
understandd every pattern of the rhythm. Then we go to the solo parts. I do 
somee explaining, but most of it is playing. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:23) 

Fromm the observation of the lesson, it becomes clear that there is very littl e spoken 

explanation.. Barring quick shifts from instrument to instrument, O'Bryan keeps the rhythm 

goingg almost constantly, listens to the whole, but singles out individuals in order to correct 

them,, by making eye contact and indicating patterns or emphases on his djembe or dumdum 

forr the student to copy. In this way, the overall picture is one of holistic transmission with 

analyticall  accents in specific actions of the teacher and the general conception of the lesson. 

Tangiblee - intangible 

Att beginning levels, the emphasis is on tangible aspects of playing, although aspects such as tonal 

qualityy emerge early on. At later stages, the deeper musical qualities of djembe music emerge. 
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O'Bryann mentions the important aspect of the 'flow' of the rhythm during the lesson, and afterwards 

commentss further on this subject: 

Inn the right combination, it got very close. It was the second or third 
combinationn [change of students over instruments], when the lady with the 
glassess was playing the sambaing. If we have trouble getting the flow, I leave 
outt patterns until we get it in a simpler form, and then I add them again. When I 
teach,, I hear all the different parts in my head, like a chord. If one is off, you 
hearr it immediately and you try to correct it. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:30) 

II  work on sound quality from the beginning. But it is largely a matter of time. It 
takess quite long to get the right sound. And it's quite individual. It is related to 
thee shape of the hands: some people have long, slender hands, others short ones. 
Soo they need to find their own sound. Adults seem to need more time then 
children;; their hands are more flexible. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:33) 

II  also teach them how to improvise. But that also takes a lot of time. I give them 
standardd phrases, and some of my own solos. Then they can see how they can 
approachh the melody of the rhythm. Not everybody has the freedom to 
improvise;; the kids are quite free, they wil l do something, even if it is wrong. 
(Intervieww O'Bryan, 0:35) 

Thee reference for right and wrong in djembe music, as we have seen before, cannot be found in 

books,, but it is very clear: 

Theree is no written theory in Africa, and the tradition is too young in the West to 
havee books on this. But the masters know exactly what is right and what is wrong. 
Theree are rules to improvisation. First, you deal with the melody of the music. 
Then,, you deal with the dance. If there are dancers, there are certain appropriate 
traditionall  phrases and solo improvisation. There is freedom, but within restrictions. 
(Intervieww O'Bryan, 0:30) 

AA great deal of attention goes to playing the right pattern at the right time in the structure, which is 

quitee tangible, but the aim of "getting in the flow" underlies many of the corrections and comments. 

Fromm the observation of the lesson, a balance that leans slightly towards tangible aspects of 

transmissionn can be deduced. 

Staticc Traditio n - constant flux 

AA Mandinka djembe percussion tradition is characterised by a repertoire of traditional rhythms. Each 

off  these has its fixed patterns in the cycle, its own name, appropriate ensemble and its own relation to 

sociall  events. Al l but the last are maintained in djembe lessons of O'Bryan, who describes a number of 

varyingg characteristics of the tradition in West-African percussion. 

Theree are several things. The rhythms that are being played are important. But 
sometimess the same rhythms have a different name, or different rhythms the 
samee name in various regions. Then there are the instruments that are being 
used.. Some use bells, some use no bells, sizes of djembe differ, and some use 
coww instead of goat skin: that gives a different sound. Next there is the 
techniquee of playing. For instance, where exactly on the skin the slap is played. 
Otherr factors are the sound, the tempo, and the improvisations. (Interview 
O'Bryan,, 0:48) [...] Each other region has its own styles and dialects. Particular 
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rhythmss are played only in certain regions, and the ensemble can be different as 
well.. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:19) 

Thiss suggests a considerable degree of variance and flexibilit y within the tradition . Most 

musicianss learn in a single regional tradition , which may be defined less ambiguously. 

O'Bryan,, as an outsider, is an exception, as he has branched out from his teacher  Famadou is 

fromfrom  the Korusa region in Upper  Guinee into various approaches to djembe playing. 

Consideringg the various tradition s as a whole, O'Bryan sees them as stable, but not static: 

No,, they are not. For  instance, the regions influence each other. First, only in 
Korusaa they used three dumdums. Now, the other  regions are copying that 
Musicianss meet and influence each other. So it is always evolving. But it goes very 
slowly.. The old is greatly respected in Africa , so the traditio n largely stays the same 
overr  time. 

However,, in the last 40 or  50 years, there is a new style, the African ballet In 
thiss style, the traditio n is made art. They make arrangements, choreographies 
withh the dance, new steps to the dances. That changes very fast. I would not call 
itt  a tradition , but it is based on the tradition , and it is played in the African 
contextt  But this music is for  the stage, while the traditional drumming is for  the 
villages.. Ballet drummers are not able to play in the ceremonies, and traditional 
drummerss don't know how to play with the ballet. They have become separate. 
Onee is the source, the other  what came from it. The traditio n is very fixed, ballet 
movess very fast, it constantly takes on new things. (Interview O'Bryan, 0:50) 

Inn other  words, we find a relatively static traditio n and a form with a new identity existing side by side 

inn contemporary West African settings, like in the description of developments in dance at the 

beginningg of this chapter. O'Bryan' s approach would tend towards the former, but this is qualified 

somewhatt  by the fact mat he emphatically does not present the music in association with the strong 

linkk of its original social function, as we wil l see in the next paragraph. 

Originall  context - completely recontexrualised 

Djembee music is strongly linked to specific social events in African village life: weddings, naming 

ceremonies,, circumcision. In the Netherlands, this context is mentioned, but no efforts are undertaken 

too reproduce it in any way. Still, O'Bryan asserts that context in quite important to him; 

Inn my classes with Westerners, I always tell them what a particular  rhythms is 
for,, and often I show them videos. But for  many of my students, just knowing 
wheree it comes from is enough. They come for  the fun of playing and the 
beautyy of the music itself. 

Wit hh dance I don't do so much. I tell my advanced students to try to play with 
dancee classes in the Netherlands. That is very good for  them. Also because the 
rhythmss are often played faster. But you also get the energy from the dancers. 
Soo it is important when you are advanced. When you are a beginner, it can help 
youu understand the beat of the music, but I usually just tell them where it is. 
(Intervieww O'Bryan, 0:40) 
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Inn the end, it appears the context is considered important, but in fact only referred to verbally. 

Consideringg the vast difference between the original context and the setting of O'Bryan's classes, the 

balancee would go towards recontextualised. 

(Reconstructed)) authenticity - New identity 

Inn O'Bryan's teaching practice, he tries to remain true to the authentic values of the music he learned 

fromfrom his teachers in West Africa: 

II  am attached to traditional playing. So the way you see us play in the classes is 
thee same when you see it in the region where it is from. Only they wil l play it a 
littl ee bit richer in the patterns of the sambaing, the dumdum, and the djembes; 
wheree there is freedom in the music. They have been playing these rhythms for 
manyy years, and often hours at a time, so they can put all kinds of subtle things 
inside. . 

II  go back every year and see all the ceremonies, I can see how they play, and 
howw it relates to the dance, so I can tell the students the truth about it. There are 
somee rhythms I have learned there that I wil l not play in class. These are ritual 
andd religious rhythms that are not played like that in Africa either. (Interview 
O'Bryan,, 0:38) 

O'Bryann indicates that his students often experiment with new settings for djembe: 

Wee live in modern times, and there are many things happening. I think that is all 
OK,, but I go to the source. It's fine when my students play with a band or 
something.. But I don't teach that. Only if I see someone playing in a modern 
context,, but they don't know the basics of the instrument, I don't like it. It's like 
playingg free jazz without having learned to play the piano. You shouldn't try to 
reinventt the wheel. But once you have the skills, you are free. (Interview O'Bryan, 
0:40) ) 

O'Bryann indicates a strong tendency towards authentic in the sense of true to the original. However, 

thee setting far away from Africa gives it aspects of a new identity. 

Conclusions s 

Consideringg O'Bryan's practice as exemplified by the observed lesson as a whole, it can be concluded 

thatt he appears to have managed to successfully recontextualise a holistic, oral, tradition with a strong 

contextuall  bond to social and ritual events in a new teaching environment. This translates into the 

followingg picture on the SCTM: 

Tablee 7.1: Djembe lesson Ponda O'Bryan in the Seven-Continuum Transmission Model 

Dimensionss of Transmission 

ANALYTICC « X » HOLISTIC 

WRITTENN < X » ORAL 

TANGIBLEE « X » INTANGIBLE 
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Issuess of Context 

STATICC TRADITION 

FLUX X 

ORIGINALL CONTEXT 

(RECONSTRUCTED) ) 

AUTHENTICITY Y 

A A 

A A 

A A 

CONSTANT T 

COMPLETELY Y 

RECONTEXTUALISED D 

NEWW IDENTITY 

Approachh to Cultura l Diversity 

MONOCULTURAL L 
MULTICULTURA L L 

11 TT 
11 X 

INTERCULTURAL L 

1 1 
1 1 

TRANSCULTURA L L 

Thee positions on the continua in each cluster can be easily explained. While maintaining the attractive 

aspectss of a holistic experience for the students, O'Bryan has elegantly added analytical aspects to it. 

Thee oral modes of transmission are maintained almost completely. There seems to be a fairly strong 

emphasiss on tangible aspects of learning, which may be accounted for by the lack of familiarity witi i 

thee basic rhythms amongst learners in the Netherlands. The concept and importance of the intangible 

'flow'' forms a counterbalance to this tendency. 

Althoughh he regularly checks up on recent developments in Africa, O'Bryan has a fairly static view of 

thee tradition he feels he represents. This may be an expression of the 'convert phenomenon,' the 

tendencyy of newcomers to the tradition to be more inclined to adhere to time-honoured concept than 

thosee who have grown up in the tradition. He resolves the challenge to context practically: although he 

seess it as important, he also realises the impossibility to reproduce the context in the teaching and 

learningg context of a private practice in Amsterdam, and compromises by at least pointing out the 

contextt of each rhythm. It is difficult to establish O'Bryan's exact views on authenticity beyond 

followingg the musical aspects of the tradition; it seems that some of his students are more intent on 

creatingg a new identity for the music. 

Inn the lessons, no effort is made to connect African music to other aspects of musical lif e in the 

Netherlands.. O'Bryan positions it as a separate culture within the culturally diverse landscape, which 

wouldd qualify it as a multicultural approach, with minor overtones of intercultural because of the 

intendedd use of the music of some of his students in fusion music. 
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Casee stud y 2: Turkis h Folk Music in forma l musi c educatio n - Avc i 
GeneralGeneral references: Appendix E3 and E4 (enclosed on DVD): registration ofsaz lesson by Ceylon Utlu at the 

AmsterdamAmsterdam World Music School (LOKV, 1995), and interview with Nahim Avci. Recorded on June 25, 2003, in 

RotterdamsRotterdams Conservatorium, Rotterdam. Specific references in text. 

Introductio n n 

Alongg with classical, maqam-based art music, military music, religious and spiritual music, and a vast 

popp music industry, Turkish folk music has always had a solid place in the musical reality of Anatolia, 

thee vast peninsula that forms the Asian part of Turkey. After briefly examining the traditional 

backgroundd and setting of this music, we wil l consider the practices that have arisen with this tradition 

inn exile: in Dutch music schools and the conservatoire. 

Thee main source for this case study has been an interview with Nahim Avci, saz teacher at the 

Rotterdamm music school and coordinator of the Turkish music course at the Conservatoire. Source 

materiall  included course descriptions of Turkish music classes in public music schools from 1990 to 

2002,, the curriculum description of the professional training courses at the Rotterdam Conservatoire, 

observationss of classes in Amsterdam (1990-1997), informal discussions with several Turkish music 

teacherss over a period of twelve years, and a study on Turkish music classes in the Netherlands by 

Conservatoriumm Alkmaar, commissioned by LOKV Netherlands Institute for Arts Education (Van den 

Bos,, 1998). 

Background d 

Wanderingg poet-minstrels known as asheq have been part of the musical landscape of Anatolia for 

hundredss of years, continuing a tradition of Dervish lodges dating back to the thirteenth century 

(Markoff,, 2002, p. 796). These musicians accompanied their songs about daily, political and spiritual 

affairss on the long necked lute mostly referred to as saz (lit : instrument; the more precise reference to 

thee most commonly used type of saz is baglama). Their tradition has undergone major changes over 

thee past century. While the music had been handed down orally for centuries, the rise of awareness of 

thee value of cultural heritage under Kemal Atatürk during the first decades of the twentieth century led 

too raising the music of the asheq to nationalist symbol, and the urge to write down the repertoire in 

Westernn staff notation, slightly modified to accommodate the 'quarter notes' of Turkish folk music 

(ibid.,, p. 794). Avci states: 

Fromm the 1920s, TRT, the national radio, started replacing the traditional system as the 
placee where music is transmitted. It effectively took the role of the conservatoire. TRT 
wass responsible for notating the folk music. The vision behind this was that folk music 
disappearedd very rapidly. In an oral tradition, as soon as someone dies, you run the risk 
thatt his music disappears. So they started notating the melodies and the texts. I have to 
sayy it was done in a very amateuristic, clumsy way at first. But it has been the basis for 
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establishingg a much better, new type of fieldwork that is being used to this day, also by 
thee conservatoire. (Interview Avci, June 25,2003,0:09) 

Inn 1923, the first volume of transcriptions from 15 different regions was published, the first of a steady 

streamm of publications covering thousands of traditional compositions. Meanwhile, Turkish radio - the 

statee radio in Ankara was established in 1937 (Markoff , 2002, p. 79) - rather  than the villages became 

thee centre of folk music practice, and radio musicians were expected and trained to play a prima vista. 

Inn 1975, the last of the great traditional bards, Ashik Veysel, died. By that time, saz music had gained 

aa new identity as the symbol of the protest music of a generation of students, who followed the world-

widee movement of critical reflections on politics and world affairs. Later, it also started playing a role 

inn a number  of pop music traditions, notably the style known as arabesk, which has dominated Turkish 

popularr  music for  decades. This role persists to this day. 

Althoughh there had been a very modest interest in music from Turkey in the West for  several decades, 

itt  is safe to say that the practice of Turkish folk music in Europe is strongly linked to the presence of 

overr  one million people from Turkey, most of whom were attracted to the region to fil l the lower  side 

off  the labour  market in the 1960s and 1970s. Saz music started to be present at Turkish weddings and 

otherr  festivities, in Turkish restaurants and coffee shops, in community centres frequented by Turks, in 

publicc festivals and concerts, and finally in formal music education settings. 

Inn the Netherlands, Turkish folk music was one of the first tradition s to enter  into formal music 

education.. In the 1980s, Turkish cultural organisations came into contact with local public music 

schools,, stimulated by intercultura l Dutch government policies. A broad but fairl y vulnerable practice 

emanatedd from this. A 1992 research project by VKV , the Dutch Association of Institutes for  Art s 

Education,, demonstrated a pattern of curricular  development and management that was 

counterproductivee to its stated objectives of integrating Turkish music in formal music education: 

Whenn the Amsterdam Music School introduced courses in Turkish music in 1982, they 
weree specifically aimed at potential Turkish pupils. Similar  projects in the "minorit y arts" 
weree started in other  parts of the Netherlands. It wass basically the thing to do. After  all, 
onee had to show one's compassion and respect for  minorities. Moreover, a minimum of 
commitmentt  was required from the institutes. The projects could usually be funded 
externally,, so they did not interfere with the Western classical music teaching. 

Generally,, no effort was made to integrate these lessons, the teachers, the students and the 
musicc into the system of the music schools. The coursess were like small islands, completely 
isolatedd from the support they needed in terms of content, methodology, organization, and 
PR.. No wonder  most of the courses died a slow death (and occasionally a quick, violent 
one)) after  problems with teachers, pupils, subsidies, and especially the culture of teaching: 
problemss that nobody seemed ready to tackle, for  fear  of trespassing on foreign cultural 
ground.. The underlying principl e seems to have been that Turkish music is particularl y 
orr  even only relevant to people from Turkey, Arab music to Moroccans, etc. Everybody 
followedd this idea without giving it too much thought. (Schippers, 1996a, p. 16) 
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AA more substantial practice arose during the 1990s, both in volume (Schippers, 1997, pp. 69-70) and 

inn approach (ibid., p. 13-25). It is at this practice that we wil l look in some more detail. 

Writte nn - oral 

Ass has become clear from the introduction, Turkish folk music made a major shift from an entirely 

orall  tradition to a tradition with a heavy emphasis on notation less then a century ago. The exact 

consequencess of this shift in the long term can not easily be assessed. There are two reasons for this: 

theree are no recordings from that long ago, and the tradition has actually still remained quite strongly 

orallyy based throughout the past century. 

Before,, in Turkey, people could not learn music with staff notation. That did not 
existt yet. Al l kinds of oral methods of transmission were used, such as hearing 
andd copying the melodies, and the human memory served as the hard disk for 
thosee melodies. This traditional transmission did not immediately disappear 
withh the introduction of staff notation. In fact, they started running a parallel 
trajectory,, not only here [in the Netherlands] in the music schools and 
conservatoire,, but also in Turkey itself. To this day, we distinguish two 
traditions:: one the classical Western method with staff notation, and the 
traditionall  method of oral transmission. (Interview Avci, 0:01) 

Thee range from oral to written is felt as a tension by Avci: 

Itt is actually quite ambiguous. Over the past years, the conceived importance of 
notationn has risen enormously, while the oral tradition of the past is despised [by 
scholarss and educationalists]. But saz players and students actually don't feel they 
needd notation so much, they just want to play. These two attitudes exist parallel to 
eachh other. If the emphasis is too much on notation, it does not give satisfactory 
results.. But you do need i t We need a combination of the two, side by side. 
(Intervieww Avci, 0:23) 

Inn that way, notation is considered an essential tool in the transmission of a traditionally oral tradition. 

Inn the classes at the music school and the conservatoire, Nahim Avci works from written to oral, 

followingg the emphasis placed on notation by contemporary radio musicians, while the artistic leader 

off  the department, Talip Özkan, organises his lessons around a song that he first presents in playing, 

andd only writes at the end of the lesson (Interview Avci, 0:45). In mat way, he works from oral to 

notation.. In the end, however, both place considerable emphasis on notation as an essential feature in 

learningg Turkish folk music. This conclusion is supported by research amongst other saz teachers in 

thee Netherlands in 1997-1998 (Van den Bos, 1998, p. 45). 

Analyti cc - holistic 

Theree are folk stories (hikaye) that tell of supernatural inspiration as the way to becoming an expert 

musician:: "Sometimes, the hero asheq in a hikaye also receives the gift of music. Upon awakening, he 

mayy play the saz masterfully, although he has never before even touched a saz." (Erdener, 2002, p. 

803).. However, the traditional way of handing down Turkish folk music is one that would be 

identifiedd towards holistic in our model. In the hierarchical relationship between usta and girak 
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(teacherr  and student), comparable to the Indian guru-sisya-parampara system, the master  plays, and 

thee student has to copy immediately. Failure to do so wil l result in negative feedback: criticism, 

insults,, or  dismissal. 

Thee teachers wouldn't actually hit the students, but they would be verbally 
abusive::  'You are no musician; you can't even remember the lyrics' , that kind 
off  thing. They showed no pity: you had to be able to play anything at once. If 
youu had not talent, you dropped out immediately. When you wanted to learn 
fromfrom  a particular  asheq, you just started sitting close to him, and tried to play 
along.. He would see immediately if you were sufficiently talented. The 
relationshipp is clearly hierarchical, it reflects other  learning settings between 
ustaa (teacher) and cirak (pupil). 

Inn the West this is often immediately considered a holistic system, but it is more 
thenn that, the interaction is more complicated I would like to refer  to it as direct 
application,, I don't know how to give it a better  name: this means that you 
learn,, play and get feedback at the same time. I think this was the system in 
Easternn Turkey. You cannot compare it to the Western system, or  the holistic 
system,, as mere feedback comes afterwards. Here, the asheq reacts 
immediately.. (Interview Avci, 0:04) 

Inn his own practice in the music schools and conservatoire, Avci chooses his own approach: 

Wee work both analytically and holistically. We can't use the traditional system, 
withh the rude and abrasive teacher. We have made a Western-style teaching 
plan,, which says what they should be able to do when. I give assignments, and 
notation,, with or  without recordings. With this combination the music is filled 
in.. You can compare it to jazz: some parts are written, some are not. 

Thee analytic part is working with notationn and the recordings. For  those who do 
nott  want to writ e they can record I' m a computer  freak. Nowadays, you can use 
aa simple program that slows down the music without changing the pitch: that is 
greatt  for  analysing new songs. The holistic part is looking, applying, correcting, 
andd virtuoso transmission. (Interview Avci, 0:44) 

Inn 2002, a complete curriculu m for  the conservatoire trainin g in saz was completed by Avci, which he 

claimss to follow quite narrowly: 

Inn the preparatory year, we work on notation, technique, fundamentals and 
introductionn to the regions. In the first year, we work on virtuosity and 
technique,, in the second year, we work on different types of saz and various 
tunings,, in the thir d year  we work on technique, interpretation and regions, and 
inn the fourth year  we work on virtuosity , fieldwork,  and a final paper. It' s a lot 
off  work in littl e time. (Interview Avci, 0:50) 

Tangiblee - intangible 

Techniquee and repertoire are major  factors in the awareness of the teachers, particularl y when it 

concernss saz. In their  comments on singing, the references to quality become less direct. In both, 

however,, some aspects of quality, such as the importance of subtle ornamentation, which is not written 

down,, plays a major  role. This is what they say distinguishes great musicians from mediocre ones. 

Ornamentationn ... is very important. It touches the heart of the listener. 
Unconsciously,, people who know the music what they have heard: when to 
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ornament,, when to insert a pause on a note. But those who do not know,, for them, 
itt is good to write the ornaments as well. (Interview Avci, 0:27) 

Avcii  distinguishes between traditional musicians and the modem radio musicians in terms of sound, 

butt he does not explain exactly how they sound different (Interview Avci, 0:30). In their professional 

training,, students are exposed to music theory. However, Turkish folk music theory is still in its 

infancy.. It started developing with the institutionaUsation of the music from the 1920s to the 1940s, 

basedd on a division of types of music for saz, scales, and metres (Markoff, 2002, pp 79-87). There is 

alsoo a lack of an authoritative history. But the importance attributed to these, and to technical skills 

andd repertoire over interpretation and values brings the balance towards tangible. 

Staticc traditio n - constant flux 

Inn the view of Avci, the tradition must have changed quickly and radically during the period of oral 

transmission,, and much musical material was lost: 

Thee tradition is very old. It is not clear how old exactly, but research shows that 
theree was music like the present saz music in Asia Minor in the 8th or 9th century 
AD.. But as it was handed down orally, we have no idea how it sounded exactly. 
II  think it must have changed enormously. Whenever one musician dies, his 
musicc goes with him. It totally relied on memory. If I see that my own mother 
singss songs from 50 years ago, you can see people remember things, but I am 
suree they change by outside influences. 

Theree is some early notation by Ali Uflti , a polish emissary, who was Turkified 
andd became a musician. He wrote down some music in very basic notation. But 
II  do not believe his music was necessarily more primitive then present day 
music,, the notation merely sketched the lines, and they added all the 
ornamentationn themselves. 

Butt serious notation started with the radio. They wanted musicians who could 
playy music from various regions, and as the asheq were region-specific, they 
neededd tot have a means to train musicians. In 1923, during the reign of Kemal 
Atatürk,, Devlet Conservatoire published a collection of 15 volumes of songs 
fromfrom all over Turkey. With this notation, the musicians could play music from 
alll  the regions. From 1935 to 1940 this developed further, and many traditional 
musicianss from the regions were employed by Radio Ankara to do this. As a 
consequence,, the tradition also became static. (Interview Avci, 0:12) 

Thiss static, notated tradition, and not the probably more fluid oral tradition of the asheq, forms the 

referencee for saz-education in the Netherlands. 

Origina ll  context - completely recontextualised 

Thee original context for Turkish folk music, a rural society that welcomed travelling musicians to its 

sociall  events, has ceased to exist. As we have seen in the introduction, the context for Turkish folk 

musicc has changed several times over the past century. 
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Inn the conception of Nahim Avci, the Rotterdam Conservatoire does not train musicians for any 

specificc setting. In a way, he argues the case for an almost completely 'decontextualised' approach: 

Thee original context is performances in cafes and during weddings. And to 
somee extent is still exists. But then technological advance came. First there 
weree records, then the radio became the new context, then television, and 
nowadayss even computers. 

Whenn teaching in the Netherlands, we concentrate on the actual playing. We 
wantt to create good instrumentalists, people who understand the music. Context 
iss not our main concern. Where the students apply their skills is up to them. 
(Intervieww Avci, 0:39) 

Avcii  believes Turkish music is viable detached from its context. The radical shifts in context 

off  saz music over the past hundred years support this view. Quite strikingly, Van den Bos 

comess to a contrary conclusion after speaking to seven teachers throughout the Netherlands 

(1998,, p. 45). This can possibly be explained by a tension between actual practice (teaching 

thee music as music) and ideas deemed desirable (honouring the historical context). 

(Reconstructed)) authenticity - new identity 

Avcii  proclaim that Ozkan and himself strive for an authentic approach. He defines this as 

beingg true to what they consider the core of the tradition, not straying towards modern 

applicationss of the music: 

Wee try to continue the linee of the melodies as they have been recorded as purely 
ass possible. We want to create a solid foundation. Just the notation won't do. 
Thee recording sounds different. Often, the notation is not correct, even the 
melodicc lines. Transcribers then say: Oh, I must have used another recording, 
butt I think they are just mistaken. 

Wee don't like the line of the populist songs. The authenticity is broken because 
peoplee start playing with Western music and chords. That is OK, but keep it 
separate,, don't present in a context of: Turkish music is like that. (Interview 
Avci,, 0:35) 

Recordingss -rather then experts or living practices- seem to be the reference for authenticity. 

Monoculturall  - transcultural 

Althoughh he states that ultimately his goal is "to create a world musician" (Interview Avci, 0:54) with 

hiss approach to Turkish music in the Netherlands, Avci clearly considers his practice to be 

multicultural:: It is a practice which is emphatically Turkish in content and approach, positioned in a 

societyy with which it has relatively little contact 

Conclusions s 

Turkishh folk music in formal settings in the Netherlands shows a number of characteristics that seem 

too be in line with the developments of the musical tradition over the past eighty years in Turkey, since 
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thee 1920s. Originally an oral tradition, it now appears to focus on analytical, written, tangible aspects 

off  music making, creating a fascinating shift to the left of the continua. This also has its repercussions 

onn authenticity and context, and its position in culturally diverse surroundings: 

Tablee 7.2: Saz lessons Utlu/Avci in the Seven Continuum Transmission Model 

Dimensionss of Transmission 

ANALYTI C C 

WRITTEN N 

TANGIBL E E 

A A 

A A 

A A 

HOLISTIC C 

ORAL L 

INTANGIBL E E 

Issuess of Context 

STATICC TRADITION 
FLUX X 

ORIGINALL CONTEXT 

(RECONSTRUCTED) ) 
AUTHENTICITY Y 

A A 

A A 

A A 

CONSTANT T 

COMPLETELY Y 

RECONTEXTUALISED D 

NEWW IDENTITY 

Approachh to Cultural Diversity 

MONOCULTURAL L 
MULTICULTURA L L 

11 T 
11 X 

INTERCULTURAL L 

1 1 
1 1 

TRANSCULTURA L L 

Thee shifts in the first cluster may be the most striking. From its original context, that depended 

virtuallyy completely on holistic, oral transmission with implicit emphasis on intangible aspects, as we 

havee seen from Avci's description of the traditional format of music teaching and learning, we now 

findd a music where much of me transmission takes place through analysis and notation, with emphasis 

onn the tangible aspects of the music. This does not necessarily imply the approaches chosen do not do 

justicee to the full range of qualities in this music: much of the holistic, oral and intangible aspects may 

goo without saying for a target group that has recent links (of one or two generations) to Turkey. 

However,, there is no substantial group of Western students to test this assumption. 

Inn the cluster on tradition, authenticity and context the most striking is the fact that the music has 

movedd from an emphatically living tradition, in which new songs were part of the nature of the 

musicall  practice, to a static tradition, Cook's 'musical museum.' This has occurred in combination 

withh a balance just to the right between reconstructed authenticity and new identity, and a major shift 

inn context: In Turkey from countryside to radio, and in the West into formal music education. 

Inn terms of position on the continuum from monocultural to transcultural, finally, we can firmly place 

Turkishh folk music in the Netherlands near multicultural, as it clearly positions itself as a cultural 

islandd within its culturally diverse surroundings, with only the slightest hint at possibilities of 

interculturall  music making. 
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Casee stud y 3: Balines e gamelan in professiona l musi c trainin g - Ketu t 
GeneralGeneral references: Appendix E5 and E6 (enclosedon DVD): registration Javanese gamelan lesson by Elsje 

PlantemaPlantema in Amsterdam World Music School (LOKV, 1995), and interview with project organiser and Balinese 

gamelangamelan specialist Dr. Henrice Vonck Recorded July 2, 2003, at Rotterdams Conservatorium, Rotterdam. 

SpecificSpecific references in text. 

Introductio n n 

Thiss case study focuses on lessons in Balinese gong kebyar by the traditionally trained specialist in the 

genree I Ketut Gedé Rudita, to a group of percussion and music education students of the 

Conservatoriumm of Amsterdam between November 1998 and February 1999. Source material includes 

aa reader for the students, personal observations of one of the lessons, a video of the final performance, 

andd a final report by Vonck (1999). In the case study, the learning of gong kebyar is placed in the 

widerr context of learning music in and outside of Bali. 

Background d 

Broadlyy speaking, in gamelan music, we can distinguish between religious music and music for 

entertainment.. While the former is sometimes translated into latter, the reverse movement does not 

occur.. In Bali, the large orchestra known as gong kebyar is the principal reference for gamelan music. 

Althoughh it is less than a hundred years old as a form with its own repertoire, it is firmly based in 

earlierr traditions in the dynamic musical lif e of Bali. But even now, the repertoire changes quickly; 

onlyy few pieces from more than a few decades ago are being regularly performed (Tenzer, 1991, pp. 

77-79). . 

Severall  systems of learning gamelan in Indonesia exist side by side. There are the traditional systems 

off  learning within a group or village, and a network of conservatoires in major urban areas such as 

Denn Pasar (STSI), Surakarta (ASTI), Bandung, and Jogyakarta. According to some consultants, these 

musicc institutes merely formalise what the students have already learned in the traditional settings, but 

theyy are certainly a force of considerable influence on current musical practice (Schippers, 1997, pp. 

56-58). . 

Gamelann in the Netherlands 

Becausee of the colonial links, gamelan has a history in the Netherlands going back well over a century. 

Ass early as 1857, Heins traced processions of gamelan groups through the city of Leiden (Heins, 1989, 

p.. 7). During World War II , Bernard IJzerdraat managed to withhold a small bronze canon from the 

occupyingg Germans in order to melt them into the saron of the first gamelan made in the Netherlands. 

AA practice was born (ibid., p. 6). This gamelan is still being played in the Netherlands. In the 

theoreticall  field, the inventor of the term ethnomusicology, Jaap Kunst, made his name with research 
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intoo the gamelan of Java and Bali, although, as we have seen in Chapter Two, he probably never 

playedd in an orchestra himself (ibid., p. 7). 

Whilee several gamelan ensembles were established in the Netherlands, notably around the University 

off  Amsterdam, the Royal Tropical Institute, and the Indonesian embassy, it has not spread into 

educationn as it has in a number of other countries. Strikingly, gamelan has not entered into practices 

forr school children with the frequency with which it is found in the UK, where major cultural centres 

suchh as the South Bank in London program gamelan lessons, as well as Colleges and Universities in 

Birmingham,, Dartington, Aberdeen and York. Still, there is a steady interest in the music in the 

Netherlands.. Most of the gamelans in the country are Javanese. Besides, there are a few players of the 

raree Surinami gamelans made from iron (the Javanese in Surinam resorted to melting train tracks to 

obtainn the metal needed), and there is a modest practice of Balinese gamelan, mostly through the 

effortss of composer/performer Sinta Wullur and pianist/ethnomusicologist Henrice Vonck, who have 

bothh learned extensively in Bah. 

Writte nn - oral 

Duringg the lessons of Ketut, no notation was used. This corresponds to the practice in Bah. Vonck 

explainss that: "In learning, it is not used at all, or anywhere else in the musical process. Everything is 

memorised.. Composers say they use notation, but in fact even they only write down the core melody. 

Thee rest is reconstructed from memory" (Interview Vonck July 2, 2003, 0:10). This qualifies Balinese 

gamelann as an almost entirely oral tradition. 

Analyti cc - holistic 

Inn Bali, the traditional system of learning to play gong kebyar is entirely through absorption. This 

takess extreme forms in their perception of musical transmission and learning: 

Inn Bali, people do not learn music. They just sit down and play. At least, this is 
whatt they say. In Bali children are taken to rehearsals from an early age. They 
sitt on the lap of their fathers (or sometimes nowadays their mothers), and just 
absorbb the music. After some years, when their father has to go to the bathroom 
duringg a rehearsal, for instance, they simply take over. It sounds like a very 
romanticc story, but I have seen it to be true. So music learning in Bali is 
predominantlyy an unconscious process, quite unlike the conscious process in the 
West. . 

Onlyy if you want to go beyond just playing in a gong kebyar orchestra, if you 
wantt to be a specialist, for instance on the kendang (drum), you go to an expert. 
Youu select this expert yourself. If you like his pukulan (strokes), you ask him to 
teachh you. For instance, if you want to be a specialist in barong dances, in 
whichh the strokes have to be heavy and thick, you find someone who can do 
that.. The normal system of learning is that you become part of his group. But 
youu don't have a single teacher, you can shop around for the styles and skills 
youu like. (Interview Vonck, 0:00) 
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Thee traditio n of learning holistically, of a leader  of an ensemble taking for  granted that thee members 

actuallyy know the music already, led to confrontational situations in Amsterdam: 

Itt  was a disaster. The transmission almost stopped. It was a major  culture shock 
forr  Ketut, who had no teaching experience and had never  experienced people 
beforee who did not know the music. Moreover, he basically spoke no English 
whenn he came over. And the Dutch students expected a lot of explanation. 
Instead,, while he was teaching, he just looked into the air, and probably prayed 
thatt  the students would get it. But if he gave a cue to an angsel, a break, to his 
surprisee nobody followed. His teaching was completely holistic in the Balinese 
way.. It didn't connect at all. In the end, he was saved by his musicality and his 
charisma.. (Interview Vonck, 0:17) 

Itt  is interesting to note that even when faced with non-comprehension, Ketut did not quickly shift to 

somee form of analytical method of teaching. Holistic learning appears to have been his only frame of 

reference. . 

Tangiblee - intangible 

Becausee the learning process is so emphatically holistic, Vonck finds it difficul t to determine a balance 

onn the continuum from tangible to intangible. Yet she refers to aspects of both: 

Thiss is hard to answer. As I said before, they already know the music when they 
startt  'learning' , so in a way it is just a matter  of finding out where the notes are. 
Inn fact, the core of playing in a gamelan ensemble is something they call seka. 
Thiss word is composed of two words, sa and eka, both meaning one. The idea 
behindd this is that the entire group plays like one. In this unity, all aspects of the 
music,, including the dynamics, are absorbed. I have never  heard a teacher  say: 
Thiss part needs to be played soft, and that louder. In fact, most Balinese do not 
havee a teaching system. In all my years in Bali, I have only met two or  three 
teacherss who had developed a teaching method. It is very rare. (Interview 
Vonck,, 0:11) 

Onn the basis of this, we can conclude that the ultimate goal of Balinese music teaching in this area is 

intangible.. Of course, tangible aspects are learned, particularl y in the field of the spectacular  precision 

inn timing and speed that is required to play, but emphasis on technique and theory seems to be absent 

fromm any explicit aspects of learning. In the situation in the Netherlands, however, tangible aspects had 

too be included as immediate goals in order  to bring the students to some practical understanding of the 

music.. This brings the balance to the middle for  this specific teaching situation. 

Staticc Traditio n - constant flux 

Durin gg the workshops, Ketut seems to work from a clear, fairl y static concept of the traditio n as he 

experiencess it. But the music in Bali itself has a considerable degree of change: 

Everyy village or  banjar  (neighbourhood) has its own style. But they do not exist 
inn isolation. In fact, they borrow things they like from other  areas. This means 
quitee a lot of changes. Pieces can also disappear  completely. I went back to Bah 
withh a piece that was recorded around 1930, and nobody knew it anymore. And 
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evenn gender wayang pieces I recorded 20 years ago in a particular regional style 
aree not played anymore. 

Balinesee music is an uninterrupted tradition, but it changes constantly. The 
leaderr of the ensemble is the motor behind this change. If you want to learn 
somethingg in an old style, you have to find an old master. The young people 
won'tt know it. 

Thee amount of change also depends on the type of music. Religious music, for 
instancee the music for the wayang, does not change noticeably. But dance music 
andd entertainment music, such as gong kebyar, does change quite a lot. 
Onlyy at STSI, [the 'gamelan conservatoire'] things become standardised, 
becausee it is linked to a single teacher. There the tradition becomes static 
(Intervieww Vonck July 2nd, 2003,0:05). 

Fromm the point of view of this Case Study, being so short and introductory, the tradition can be 

perceivedd as relatively static. However, at more advanced levels flux does play a role of some 

significance,, and this seem to be at the core of the musical practice that informs the teaching. 

Originall  context - completely recontextualised 

Whilee Ketut himself did not even consider referring to a context that was completely obvious to 

himself,, Vonck considers this a factor of major importance in teaching Balinese gamelan in the West: 

Contextt is essential. This is my conviction and my experience. Recently, I went to 
Balii  with some of my students, and when they saw the context, they asked me: why 
didn'tt you explain these things before. But you can't explain everything. You have 
too see and experience it. There are so many aspects to context: the days you honour 
yourr instruments, the ritual you do before every performance. These are aspects of 
thee unity I mentioned before, creating an atmosphere. I also include correct 
behaviour,, such as taking off shoes and not stepping over the instruments. These are 
importantt as well. 

Contextt is inseparable from the music, but what you play is the music itself. It is 
importantt for the players, but less so for an audience, although we do often 
choosee to work in thematic projects, so we get in as much context as possible. 
Religiouss music, such as gender wayang, requires more awareness of context. 
Inn that music, the dalang is like a priest. Gong kebyar needs less. In the end, it is 
viablee without context, but better with. I think context also stresses the value of 
thee music, and its equality to Western classical music. In Western music, we 
don'tt need the context, because we have it. (Interview Vonck, 0:24) 

AA number of theoretical classes and reference to literature were included in the course structure in 

orderr to make the students in the Netherlands aware of it. However, littl e was done to actually try to 

recreaterecreate the context of the particular pieces being studied, conceivably because the original context 

mightt be experienced as too foreign. This, as we have seen in earlier examples, may lead to a sense of 

estrangementt rather than connection with the music. The balance is towards recontextualised. 
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(Reconstructed)) authenticity- New identity 

Balinesee gamelan could easily be considered a one of the few remaining authentic traditions. Vonck 

commentss on the different approach to authenticity between Bali and the West: 

Balinesee musicians claim they are authentic, but they are not, certainly not in 
thee historical sense. I accept the way the Balinese deal with it. Authenticity is 
whatt they do when they do it right. There is not a single standard. The concept 
mayy play a role for Western learners. In the Netherlands, we try to stay close to 
thee original. I don't feel qualified to make changes when we play traditional 
music.. (Interview Vonck, 0:33) 

Here,, we have a fascinating example of a Westemer defining authenticity in a more restricted manner 

thann those for whom the music is the first reference. The living tradition seems to allow for a 

considerablee degree of variation that is still considered authentic, rather than using as a reference some 

ancientt model. So in spite of first impressions, the balance is in the middle rather than to the left. 

Monoculturall  - transcultural 

Vonckk has a clear picture of where she places gamelan education in the Netherlands: 

Thee main reference for the small group of about 30 people actively involved in 
Balinesee gamelan is the tradition. In fusion projects, that is another matter. We 
playedd with Western musicians, and in multi-disciplinary settings. But that is not a 
partt of the gamelan lessons here. First you have to know the tradition, then you can 
explore.. This can be still linked to the tradition, or completely separate. (Interview 
Vonck,, 0:37) 

Althoughh there are some examples of intercultural use of gamelan, such as the twelve tone gamelan 

usedd by Sinta Wullur, and suggestions exist of transcultural use in the sense of gaining transferable 

skillss by participants from the Conservatoire, the musical reality of virtual all gamelan transmission in 

thee Netherlands is aimed at realising a 'pure' Indonesian cultural product in the Netherlands, without 

significantt interaction with the outside world. This would make this initiative qualify as multicultural. 

Conclusions s 

Thee practice of teaching Balinese music in Bali itself provides us with a fascinating example of an 

extremee in holistic learning, to the point that it goes beyond any awareness of learning. When 

transplantedd to a Western conservatoire, this caused a clash between different cultures of music 

teachingg and learning. In a way, this case study represents a meeting of extremes: institutionalised 

Westernn music with its emphasis on analysis and notation with the almost entirely holistic/oral 

Balinesee tradition. 
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Tablee 7.3: Gong Kebyar at a Conservatorium in the Seven-Continuum Transmission Model 

Dimensionss of Transmission 

»» HOLISTIC 

»» ORAL 

>> INTANGIBL E 

Issuess of Context 

STATICC TRADITION 

FLUX X 

ORIGINALL CONTEXT 

(RECONSTRUCTED) ) 

AUTHENTICITY Y A A 

A A 

A A 

CONSTANT T 

COMPLETELY Y 

RECONTEXTUALISED D 

NEWW IDENTITY 

Approachh to Cultural Diversity 

MULTICULTURA LL INTERCULTURAL 
MONOCULTURALL  t TRANSCULTURA L 

(( I* I | 
Particularlyy the first cluster offers us invaluable insights. Few of the traditions discussed so 

farr are transmitted in a manner so purely holistic and oral. From the description of the 

practicee in Bali, we may also assume that music making puts considerable emphasis ion 

intangiblee aspects (including gods, demons, good and evil), although it may never be made 

explicitt in the transmission of the music. This is a fascinating extreme example in which an 

analyticall  or even predictive application of SCTM could have anticipated a major clash 

betweenn styles of teaching and learning, including assumptions about previously acquired 

knowledgee and skills. The latter point raises interesting questions about degree of non-taught 

learningg in all other cultures, including Western classical music: how much do we assume 

youngg learners in coming to public music schools or conservatoires to have learned by 

simplyy being exposed to the music? 

Thee description of musical practice in Bali presents a picture of a tradition with a solid basis, 

butt at the same time in a considerable state of flux. In Bali it is strongly linked to its context. 

However,, it does not appear to strive for recreating an aumenticity of the past. When moved 

too a conservatoire in the Netherlands with essentially total beginners, these qualities become 

somewhatt obscured. The tradition can easily be taken to be static, the context is only 

recreatedd theoretically, and the attempt seems to be to make 'authentic' Balinese music in the 

sensee of true to the originals in its culture of origin. In this way, the modest Balinese music 

practicee in the Conservatorium van Amsterdam can be seen as a separate island of 

Indonesiann culture in a sea of music from all over the world. Consequently, it is multicultural 

inn the terminology of this study. 

ANALYTI CC < 

WRITTENN « 

TANGIBL EE « X" 
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Casee study 4: Indian music as a degree course in the West - Chaurasia 
GeneralGeneral references: Appendix E7 and E8 (enclosed on DVD): registration of advanced group lesson and 

interviewinterview with the teacher Hariprasad Chaurasia. Recorded May 8, 2003, at Rotterdams Conservatorium. 

SpecificSpecific references in text. 

Introductio n n 

Thiss case is longer in description than earlier ones, due to the sheer volume of relevant practices of 

westernerss learning Indian music» the richness of source materials available, and the extent of my own 

studiess and experience of Indian classical music in the West for over more than 25 years. A discussion 

wil ll  be presented on the classical tradition known as North Indian or Hindustani classical music and its 

approachess to music transmission in India and the West. The model will then be applied to a specific 

instancee of music transmission, an advanced group lesson in Indian bansuri (flute) with Hariprasad 

Chaurasiaa within the context of the Indian music degree course at the Rotterdam Conservatoire in the 

Netherlands.. Through general discussion and specific comments on the bansuri lesson, the model will 

bee discussed as pertinent to the choices made in music transmission, and die outcomes of the generic 

andd the specific will be compared. 

Background d 

Thee system of music transmission has a prominent place in the discussions of those involved in North 

Indiann classical music. The concept of guru-sisya-parampara (GSP; which I will also use to refer to 

itss Muslim counterpart ustad-sagird), which describes the relationship between master and pupil, is a 

popularr topic of conversation in any gathering of Indian musicians or music lovers. As Neuman says: 

"Whetherr a musician is considered great, good, or even mediocre, he will (in the absence of anyone 

else)) establish - so to speak - his credentials as a musician on the basis of whom he has studied with 

andd whom he is related to" (Neuman, 1990, p. 44). Traditionally, this relationship has been almost 

exclusivelyy within families of hereditary musicians, but over the past hundred years, we can witness 

ann increase of students from outside. 

Thee teacher features heavily in biographies and CVs. Any CV that does not mention the guru raises 

eyebrowss - inventing famous gurus is common, especially after their death. Interviews with great 

musicianss and books on Indian musicians also abound in references to the master, amongst them 

Shankarr (1969), Bhattacharya (1979), Sorrell (1980), and Chaudhuri (1993). There is some 

justificationn for this dwelling on the source. Indian classical music has been successfully passed down 

ass an oral tradition through GSP for many centuries. Consequently, it relies more heavily on the 

personall  knowledge and insights of the teacher than notation-based traditions. In spite of global 

dangerss of ossification through notation, recording, or other forms of rigorous formalisation of the 

repertoire,, Hindustani music (and particularly the instrumental styles and vocal khyal) has remained a 
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trulyy living tradition, with a balance between time-honoured structures of melody and rhythm on the 

onee hand, and impromptu individual creativity on the other. 

Whilee the status of musical transmission makes Indian classical music an eminently suitable subject 

forr this study, it has some side effects that complicate the work of the researcher. The dependability of 

sourcess and consultants is often affected by the god-like status of the guru. Critical reflections on the 

teacherr are virtually non-existent from Indian sources, as they are socially unacceptable. Myth-making 

iss common. There are many examples one could quote. One of the great gurus of instrumental music 

off  the twentieth century, Ustad Allauddin Khan, is reported to have lived until he was 109 or even 

112.. Research indicated that it is more likely that he was 89 at the time of his death in 1972 

(Schippers,, n.d.). Very few are ready to question the unlikely advanced age of this legend, however. 

Hiss student Ravi Shankar, one of the most successful ambassadors for Indian music in the West, 

elegantlyy avoided the conflict by stating a few years before his death: 

.... what does it matter if he is over a hundred or nearing a hundred? What he has 
accomplishedd in his lifetime many others could not do if they had three hundred 
yearss to live. (Shankar, 1969, p.58) 

Virtuallyy all musicians who shaped the presence of Indian classical music in the West over the past 

fivee decades were trained in a traditional context, including Ravi Shankar, Ah Akbar Khan, Vilayat 

Khan,, Bismillah Khan, and Bhimsen Joshi. They had learned music in the GSP-system, and those 

whoo came to the West believed that this was the only way to learn music. In many ways, their schools 

becamee a recreation of the Indian guru's household, with many students only showing up for their one 

paidd hour a week, but the more serious ones spending many hours with their teacher every week, as I 

didd with my sitar guru Jamaluddin Bhartiya from 1975 to 1985. 

Givenn the situation that in most contemporary learning situations in India and abroad there are 

constraintss on time, the necessity to look at the great institution of GSP more critically is becoming 

moree pressing, as its limitations in contemporary societies are becoming more evident. Or rather, it 

posess very high demands on the people involved, especially the student. This challenges the 

relationshipp Neuman describes in its "ideal form and essential nature" as "devotion of the disciple to 

hiss guru and the love of the guru for his disciple*' (Neuman, 1980, p. 45). If there is less time to spend 

withh the guru, and there are more diversions, the guru must be extremely sensitive to the student's 

musical,, temporal and emotional condition. He has to see what exactly the student's needs are at any 

particularr time, how can he be motivated to the maximum of his capacities without breaking him, how 

hee can learn humuity and self-confidence, in short: how he can be guided to becoming a full-fledged, 

independentt musician. 
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Althoughh it is common to think of the guru as a person who achieves these goals as a matter of course, 

iff  we consider reports of learning experiences in India and abroad, most gurus find it difficult to live 

upp to this semi-divine profile. In public and writing, students wil l exalt the source of their musical 

skillss and understanding. From private, oral reports (several anonymous sources, personal 

communications,, 1975 - 2000) one learns that many gurus behave like demi-gods, but in fact they 

havee changing moods, weaknesses, and oversights: they are in effect human, in addition to being 

sometimess sublime musicians. Consequently, they may take on students without any concrete plan 

regardingg the responsibility of teaching them by fitting them into their schedules or by appointing 

capablee substitute teachers. Although gurus are idealised in public, on closer examination, few seem to 

bee ready or capable of assuming the full onus the position implies. On the other hand, as we have seen 

att the beginning of this chapter, the system - with its intimate link for lif e with a personification of a 

specificc tradition and the qualities examined below - has functioned well enough to make the music 

survivee over centuries, so we may as well consider its weaknesses as an integral part of the tradition. 

Althoughh it is not possible to make an analysis of the system of guru-sisya-parampara^ as the reality 

displayss a great deal of variation, examining its most common and key features through the SCTM 

cann shed light on the system of teaching both in India and the West: 

Writte nn - oral 

Indiann classical music has essentially been handed down without any writing for centuries. Farrell 

describess how in the second half of the nineteenth century, inspired by an odd mixture of colonial 

influencee and nationalism, attempts were undertaken to devise a system of notation that was based on 

stafff  notation, but capable of marking the 'Various slurs and wobbles," as Charles Benson Clark, then 

inspectorr of schools in Bengal, referred to the distinguishing characteristics of Indian music in 1874 

(quotedd in Farrell, 1997, pp. 67-68). But notation was also seen as a great and necessary good by 

'enlightened'' Indians: 

Notationn was a solution that would work a kind of alchemy on the degraded 
statee of Indian music. As long as music could be seen, it would attain 
validityy as an art-form. It is not too far-fetched to view notation as symbol of 
thee wider objectification that India was subjected to by the scientific 
rationalee of colonial rule. Staff notation was like a musical Lamprey grid 
throughh which errant sounds could be captured, preserved, and measured, in 
thee same way as the physical features of Indian people had been classified by 
photography.. (Farrell, 1997, p. 71) 

Inn the end, however, none of the proposed systems survived, due to the fact that only a limited number 

off  parts of a raga performance can be transcribed with any practical use, such as the short 

compositionss that are handed down as part of the tradition. Other parts are very difficult to transcribe, 

suchh as the exploration in free metre knows as alap, or almost useless to transcribe, as is the case with 

manyy extemporised improvisations. What remains is a basic system of notation that is used both in 
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orall  and written form, called sargam (after sa re ga ma, the first four solmisation syllables of India), 

whichh has gained ground during the past century as a means of writing down short compositions in 

sourcee books, and making notes during lessons. This practice has taken root most firmly in music 

schools,, which train amateurs and knowledgeable listeners, not professionals, (cf Neuman, 1980, p. 

49).. Most musical transmission, and almost all of the training of professional musicians, takes place 

withoutt any form of notation whatsoever, and the notation at best is a mnemotechnic instrument to 

rememberr compositions or examples of improvisations. It is never used as a score for performance. 

Thee advancement of audio technique has a vast potential for the transmission and learning of Indian 

musicc after the era that great musicians were in one place and at least available in one place. Lessons 

cann now be recorded and listened to over and over again, until the student understands every detail. 

Thee phrase 'Having the guru in one's pocket', popularised by sitar player Arvind Parikh, expresses this 

ideaa very graphically (personal communication, winter 1996). Moreover, it is within reach of most 

musicc students at any time to listen to a dozen vocal and instrumental interpretations of any raga by 

differentt past and present masters, thousands of miles or several decades apart. Fifty years ago, any 

musiciann would be lucky to get such a contribution to his musical education in a lifetime. 

Analyti cc - holistic 

Whatt made GSP so successful over the centuries is the slow and thorough assimilation of the art by 

long-term,, constant exposure to the source. In such conditions, the teaching does not have to be very 

structured.. When there are no time constraints, it might sometimes even be desirable that the student 

findsfinds out key aspects of the music through trial and error, because the knowledge wil l be truly his or 

hers. . 

Althoughh there are notable exceptions, Magriel emphasises that in India, "music theory is taught via 

thee music itself. There are many sophisticated musicians, with, for instance, very refined idiolects of 

rag-ss who are not able to delineate the basiscs of rag grammar verbally, arid there are others who 

althoughh able to do so, would not recognise this to be a valuable part of the teaching process" (1998, 

161).. And through prolonged exposure, many of the unexplainable, intangible aspects of the master's 

artt are transmitted: not only particular approaches to raga and composition, but many subtle variations 

inn melody and rhythm, in tone and in timing (see also intangible). 

Interestingly,, through holistic learning, particularly in the case of a single major influence, the student 

iss also likely to copy weaknesses or mistakes of the teacher. When the various components of a 

complexx musical whole are not explained or reflected upon, only very mature students wil l be able to 

distinguishh between characteristics of a specific sub-tradition and omissions in musical or technical 

knowledgee or insight. 
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Tangiblee - intangible 

Trainingg any musician for a professional level of performance or teaching implies developing a wide 

varietyy of skills. Neuman summarises the essence which is transmitted through the guru, which he 

believess cannot be transmitted in formal music education: "a body of knowledge mat is both secret and 

esoteric,, and the way a musician must lead his life" (Neuman, 1980, p. 50). In the case of North 

Indiann classical musicians, it is relatively simple to list a number of required qualities in random order, 

butt paired up to demonstrate various aspects of every area: discipline of practice, structure of practice; 

knowledgee of traditional material in one tradition, comparison material from various traditions; 

techniquee through hard work/ trial and error, technique through explanation; insight into musical 

meaning,, analysing musical structure; learning fixed compositions and improvisations, freedom in 

improvisation;; playing complex structures, understanding complex structures; oral perception, 

analysis;; learning to perform by doing, understanding structure of performance; humility, confidence; 

anecdotess about great musicians, historical background of the music; understanding tone, knowledge 

off  swaras and srutis. 

Iff  we look at this list more carefully, there are subjects where GSP in the traditional sense generally 

scoress high,, and others where another, perhaps an institutional, approach might be more effective: 

Tablee 7.4: Aspects of learning highlighted and underemphasised in GSP 

GSPP suitable for teaching 

DisciplineDiscipline of practice 

KnowledgeKnowledge of traditional material one tradition 

TechniqueTechnique through hard work/trial and error 

InsightInsight into musical meaning 

LearningLearning fixed compositions and improvisation 

PlayingPlaying complex structures 

OralOral perception 

LearningLearning to perform by doing (implicit) 

Humility Humility 

AnecdotesAnecdotes about great musicians 

UnderstandingUnderstanding tone 

GSPP less suitable for teaching 

StructureStructure of practice 

ComparisonComparison material from various traditions 

TechniqueTechnique through explanation 

AnalysingAnalysing musical structure 

FreedomFreedom in improvisation 

UnderstandingUnderstanding complex structures 

Analysis Analysis 

UnderstandingUnderstanding structure of performance 

Confidence Confidence 

HistoricalHistorical background of the music 

KnowledgeKnowledge of swaras and srutis 

Thee exact definition of these qualities, and especially their division over the two categories, could be 

thee subject of a thesis in itself. But the basic point should be clear: if one spends many years around 

onee great musician, one is most likely to learn with a bias to the left hand column: the more 'musical' 

aspectss of learning, the intangibles, while the qualities in the right hand column tend towards the 

logical,, analytical and skill aspects of learning music. Corresponding to what we have identified as 
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institutionall  learning, it is also interesting to note that the right hand column represents subjects that 

wouldd be considered best learned at the beginning of one's training from a simple-to-complex 

perspective,, while the GSP-subjects address more mature musicianship. 

Staticc Traditio n - constant flux 

Indiann classical musicians have a somewhat ambiguous attitude towards tradition, which echoes the 

discussionss on the subject in Chapter Three. On the one hand there is an almost blind respect for the 

achievementss and the masters of the past, who are attributed qualities that go far beyond those that can 

bee demonstrated. In a negative interpretation of this approach, there are those who claim that Indian 

musicc deteriorates with every generation. On the other hand, many senior musicians express the view 

thatt Indian music only gets better, and emphasize the fact that Indian music is a living tradition. 

Whilee change is acceptable and in fact appreciated within certain limits amongst Indian musicians, 

Westernerss learning Indian music tend to be very conservative. If we consider the generation of 

Westernn students after the initial confusion of the 1960s, i.e. coming to Indian music for its musical 

attraction,, a striking feature in these musicians is that they value the 'pure tradition' very highly. This 

evenn influenced the revival of older musicians and ancient traditions in India, such as dhrupad. To this 

day,, Western students tend to be more conservative than their peers in India when they perform in the 

tradition,, although some also experiment outside the classical Indian framework. 

AA final factor to consider in this context is the development of the media and sound recording and 

reproduction,, which has already led to a large degree of standardisation. In sitar, for example, a vast 

majorityy of young players follow the styles of either Vilayat Khan or Ravi Shankar, whether they have 

actuallyy studied with these masters or not (cf Sharma, 1995, p. 50). This has drastically limited the 

diversityy of approaches to sitar music. Another recent trend is the increased bias towards technical 

skilll  (at the expense of depth according to many Indian experts), which can partly be explained by 

changingg demands by audiences, but is certainly also due to the fact that young musicians are taught 

lesss rigourously: technique is easier to copy and acquire than profound expression and knowledge of 

raga.. . 

Origina ll  context - completely recontextualised 

Indiann classical music has gone through massive changes in the past century. From a court tradition 

forr predominantly connoisseur audiences, and, in vocal music, also a significant courtesan tradition 

thatt was heard during festivities (Van der Meer & Bor, 1982, pp. 59-60), it has moved to much wider 

andd more diverse audiences. In that process the position and lifestyles of successful musicians have 

changedd drastically. The development of mobility through travel, amplification, broadcasting and the 

recordingg industry have created a new reality for musicians in India, and with it, affected the 
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possibilitiess for teaching. Various aspects of this process have been documented, for instance by 

Shankarr (1969), Van der Meer, (1980), Neuman, (1980), and Farrell (1997). 

Simultaneously,, long-term patronage in one place virtually disappeared with the courts and the houses 

off  the affluent zamindars. This created new challenges for the prolonged exposure traditionally 

associatedd with GSP. Famous musicians have busy schedules, and often move all over India, or even 

thee entire globe. Trying to study on a day-to-day basis with any famous musician for extended periods 

wouldd result in airfare bills of thousands of euros. And even with less mobile gurus, economic 

demandss on young people in India and abroad have made it nearly impossible for most to stay close to 

onee master for a number of years, without simultaneously pursuing other forms of income or formal 

education. . 

Althoughh there have been several representatives of Indian classical music in the West from in the earlier 

decadess of the twentieth century, the most notable being the Sufi-master Inayat Khan and the musicians 

inn the company of dancer Uday Shankar (cf Farrell, 1997), the modern history of Indian music in the 

Westt begins in the mid-1950s. Sitar maestro Ravi Shankar, the younger brother of Uday, has played a 

dominantt role in this era as accomplished musician and skilled ambassador in one. In 1955, through 

Shankar'ss mediation, the famous sarod master AH Akbar Khan performed in the USA for the first time, 

andd recorded the first LP of Indian classical music. Performances by other reputed musicians were to 

follow,, with Ravi Shankar as a prominent presence throughout the process. 

Whilee these concerts were part of the 'serious music' and jazz circuit, the breakthrough came almost ten 

yearss later through the pop and rock circuit, when the interest of young people in all things 'Oriental' 

focusedd on music with the acceptance of George Harrison as a student of Ravi Shankar in 1967. This was 

partt of a movement that marked the beginning of a fascinating example of drastic recontextualisation. 

Whilee in India, respected musicians referred to as pandits and ustads enjoyed a status akin to that of 

Westernn classical soloists in the West, the music was now made part of the pop and rock circuit. But even 

moree striking was the association with spiritual aspects of India that had entered the conscience of 

Westernn youngsters. This led to a confusion of the role of the Indian musician as spiritual guru. This does 

havee a basis in Indian thinking about music. In Hindu philosophy, music is a possible path to a higher 

spirituall  state, after many years of devotion and practice, and the Sufis also see music as a way to 

communicatee with God and ultimately reach mystic union (cf Van der Meer & Bor, 1982). But these 

statess are only attained by few, and require years of relentless practice. 

(Reconstructed)) authenticity- New identity 

Inn a tradition that is not based on written sources, and with a rcording history of just over a hundred 

years,, reconstructed authenticity in the sense of recreating a practice of the past is almost impossible 
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duee to a lack of musical sources. In the case of Indian music, we can approach the concept of 

authenticityy in two manners. First, there is the awareness amongst older musicians of changing 

performancee practice and aesthetic ideals. Several of my teachers have indicated that particular 

approachess or ornamentations that they were teaching me would not have been acceptable to their 

teacher/fathers.. Conversely, there are traditional compositions that reflect melodic movements in 

ragas,, which would not be acceptable in contemporary practice. It is also known that the masiikhani 

gatsgats - a particular form of instrumental composition attributed to Masit Khan - were played much 

fasterr than they are now, or that question and answer between soloist and percussionist actually is 

reportedd to be borrowed from South India. 

Veryy few musicians, however, try to reconstruct the performance practices of earlier decades. Old 

compositionss are greatly respected, and remembered and performed as they have been handed down. 

However,, the performance format of instrumental music has evolved significantly, unchallenged by a 

broadd opposition based on inherent value of earlier performance practices. There is a strong sense of 

awarenesss of authenticity, but mostly in the sense of being true to the spirit of the tradition. Although 

thiss is rarely expressed directly, most musicians believe that mere is a core of Indian music that should 

nott be touched, which includes raga, tala, compositions and alap, the careful exposition of the tonal 

materiall  of the raga, as well as the aesthetics and expression of every raga, referred to as rasa. 

Monocultura ll  - transcultural 

Inn the terminology of this study, the traditional system of music transmission and learning of 

Hindustanii  music in India can be considered monocultural. Although the musical practices have been 

influencedd over many centuries by musicians from Iran and Central Asia, the master-disciple system is 

firmlyy rooted in Indian culture and beliefs. 

Whenn Indian music education started travelling to the West at a large scale, from the 1960s, it found 

fertilee grounds for establishing itself on its own values. There was great openness to the merits of 

Indiann culture. Consequently, there was littl e incentive to mix extensively with the host culture. 

Althoughh there are many unmemorable and a few memorable encounters of Indian and Western 

musicians,, including those of Ravi Shankar with Yehudi Menuhi, Al i Akbar Khan with John Handy, 

andd Zakir Hussain with John McLaughlin, the emphasis seems to have been on maintaining the pure 

traditionn as an island in the new host culture, which would qualify as a multicultural approach within 

thee terminology of his study. 

Thee total picture that emerges from this general discussion of musical transmission in North Indian 

musicc leads to some interesting considerations on music education in East and West, if we allow 

ourselvess to transgress temporarily into sweeping generalisations. As we have seen, formal music 
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educationn in the West tends to concentrate on the subjects in the right hand column, and forgets to 

teachh the aspects that make music great. Recently, however, Western teachers have begun to look at 

systemss of music teaching which are more holistic in approach, that take the musical sound and 

productt as its basis, as does GSP. Reversely, Indian musicians and musicologists are beginning to 

considerr a slightly more analytical approach to teaching the basics of music. There seems to be a need 

forr structures of music education that are more time-efficient (through a more analytical approach, or 

byy using technical aids - such as walkman or minidisk), especially in the initial stages, with an 

educationn modelled more on GSP at advanced levels. 

Suchh an approach would make considerable sense. As a performing art, Indian music has so far 

maintainedd its status as one of the world's great musical traditions: trying to preserve what is great, but 

adaptingg to the circumstances of musical realities of the times. As a teaching art, Indian music needs to 

bee flexible in the same way, continually seeking the balance between holistic and analytical 

approachess to teaching. That does not mean that the great institution of GSP needs to be abandoned; 

onee does not want to throw out the baby with the bathwater. But it might be in need of some 

modificationn to preserve what is most highly valued in Indian music, both in India and in the West. 

Tablee 7.5: Insiders' views on learning Indian music in the Seven Continuum Transmission Model 

Dimensionss of Transmission 

XX > HOLISTIC 

XX » ORAL 

XX > INTANGIBL E 

Issuess of Contest 

STATICC TRADITION < 

ORIGINALL CONTEXT < X" 

(RECONSTRUCTED) ) 
AUTHENTICITY Y 

Approachh to Cultura l Diversity 

MONOCULTURAL L 
MULTICULTURA L L 

hr r 
F F 

INTERCULTURAL L 

1 1 
1 1 

TRANSCULTURA L L 
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ANALYSI SS BANSURI CLASS WIT H HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA 

Setting g 

Thee Rotterdam Conservatoire of Music started its professional training course in Indian classical 

musicc in 1987, as a follow-up of the ISTAR School of Indian Music and Dance (Bor, 1996b). Indian 

musicc had enjoyed a modest, but constant level of popularity in the Netherlands after the Indian music 

crazee of the late 1960s. By the mid 1980s, there were regular concert series in various halls across the 

country,, recordings of Indian classical music were being imported from India and other countries, 

variouss accomplished Indian musicians had settled in the Netherlands or visited regularly, and a 

numberr of first and second generation learners had been steeped in the tradition for ten to twenty 

years.. A few hundred students were actively involved in learning Indian music somewhere in the 

Netherlands.. There seemed to be a modest but solid basis for beginning a degree course in North 

Indiann classical music. Rotterdam Conservatoire opened its gate to this new initiative. 

Onn paper, the curriculum that lies at the basis of this degree is shaped along the same lines as other 

subjectss in Western classical music conservatoires. It is not clear if this has evolved from careful 

considerationn of the needs of students in Rotterdam, the fortuitous coincidence mat one-on-one 

teachingg features heavily in both western conservatoire training and Indian classical music, or that 

gainingg respectability by emulating the established curricula was a motivating force. In fact, the 

dominantt conservatoire practice of on-on-one teaching prompted Chaurasia to change his teaching 

style,, as he had been teaching predominantly in small groups. An interesting change to the learning 

processs compared to the Indian system is constituted by regular exams in front of a committee, which 

inn effect weakens the absolute power of the guru. In the end, all the subjects have been customised for 

Indiann music students: Indian music history and raga analysis, tabla as a second instrument, Hindi as 

language,, and Indian cultural history as background. This forms the basis of a curriculum over eight 

semesters,, with a study load of 21 credits of 40 hours work each per semester. 

Althoughh this is the formal structure of the degree course, it is applied somewhat loosely in the 

trainingg of Indian classical musicians according to the coordinator of the Indian music department 

(Tedd de Jong, personal communication, May 2002). The case studied here fits quite unequivocally in 

thee main subject category, with emphasis on interpretation rather then technique, and can be regarded 

ass part of the regular curriculum of the Conservatoire. The degree course in bansuri leads to the Dutch 

degreee in music, equivalent to the ones in Western classical music subjects. The current terminology 

usedd is First Phase; this is being transformed into a BA in Music in line with the Bologna Declaration 

off  the European Ministers of Education (appendix A3). 
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Tablee 7.6 Schematic representation structure and content degree course Indian bansuri 

Indiann classical music 

FirstFirst year bansuri, cello, sitar, sarangi, sarod, tabla, viool, vocal: 

Coree subjects 
MainMain subject 

Ensemble Ensemble 
Theory Theory 

InstrumentalInstrumental side subject 
History History 
OtherOther subjects 
Education Education 
SurvivalSurvival strategies 
Workshops Workshops 

Moduless 1st semester 

Interpretation n 
Technique e 
Sangat t 
Indiann music theory 
Earr training 
Tala a 
Tablaa and/or vocal music 
Generall  music history 

Psychology y 
Studyy skills 
Westernn music theory 
Introductionn to IT 
Mentoring g 

crd d 

5 5 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 

Moduless 2"*  semester 

Interpretation n 
Technique e 
Sangat t 
Indiann music theory 
Earr training 
Tala a 
Tablaa and/or vocal 
Generall  music history 

Psychology y 
Professionall  orientation 
Westernn music theory 
Musicc & computers 
Elective e 

crd d 

5 5 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 

ThirdThird to fourth year bansuri, cello, sitar, sarangi, sarod, tabla, viool, vocal: 

Coree subjects 

MainMain subject 

Ensemble Ensemble 
Theory Theory 

Education Education 

FinalFinal assignment 
OtherOther subjects 
Instrumental Instrumental 
History History 
SurvivalSurvival strategies 
Electives Electives 

Modules s 

Interpretation n 
Technique e 
Specialisation,, master class 
Studioo production 
Sangat t 
Indiann music theory 
Tala a 
Ragaa analysis 
Developmentt psychology/ 
Didacticall  planning 
Internship p 
Paperr or presentation 

Tablaa and/or vocal 
Historyy of Indian music 
Professionall  orientation 

2nd d 
1st t 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 

3 3 
2 2 
1 1 

2 2 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

year r 
2nd d 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 

3 3 
2 2 
1 1 

2 2 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
2 2 

3r t t 

3rd d 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 
2 2 

3 3 

1 1 
2 2 

2 2 

1 1 
2 2 

year r 
4* * 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 
2 2 

3 3 

1 1 
2 2 

2 2 

1 1 
2 2 

4th h 
5* * 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 
6 6 
4 4 

Year r 
6* * 
sem. . 
5 5 
3 3 
3 3 

4 4 

6 6 

Source:Source: Rotterdams Conservatorium Study Guide 2002 -2003 (Rotterdams Conservatorium, 2002) 
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Hariprasadd Chaurasia has been the artistic director of the Indian classical music course since 1990. As 

hee is a touring musician with obligations in India as well, he concentrates his teaching during two 

periodss in the year: a short stay in December, and a longer one in the period from April to June. 

Duringg the rest of the year, the flute students are taught by Henri Tournier, the assistant teacher. 

Thee recorded class took place on May 8, 2003, in the building of the Conservatoire known as the 

Loodswezen.. Six students took part in the class: four regular students in the degree course with three 

too six years experience on the instrument, the assistant teacher Henri Tournier (also an established 

silverr flute player), who has been playing for ten years, and a visiting, Indian long-term amateur 

studentt from the United States. 

Thee presence of the video equipment and researcher may always be of some influence on the 

proceedingss of the lesson. This had been agreed with the teacher, but not announced to the students. 

Althoughh the former may have been slightly more motivated to present an inspiring, coherent lesson 

becausee of the presence of the camera, the latter seemed quite unaffected by the recording. 

Thee choice for a single, static camera position contributed to an undisturbed, natural transmission 

process.. Care had also been taken to emphasise that the researcher was not in a hierarchal position to 

thee teacher -which he had been up to nine months before-, and to underline this, the imminent 

departuree of the researcher from the institute had been discussed. All in all, observing and 

documentingg the lesson is not likely to have influenced the process in any major way. 

Thee lesson was followed by an interview with the teacher, investigating his views on what he just 

taught,, and the underlying choices he made in relation to the model. During the interview, it became 

clearr that some of the concepts and thought patterns in the model (such as intangible, multicultural, 

andd even context) had not been part of his thinking on music in quite the same way, which made 

unambiguouss answers difficult. However, by triangulating the observed lessons, the interview, 

commonn practice and views in India, and the curriculum of the Rotterdam Conservatoire, a coherent 

picturee of the process could be formed. 

Thee class consisted of a lesson dedicated to raga Bihag, a traditional late evening raga, which 

Hariprasadd classifies loosely as 'a littl e complicated*, and appropriate for a group of this mixed level 

too learn. Within the lesson, he dealt with alap, the introduction to the tonal material, yor, a continuation 

off  alap with a pulse, and then a composition in medium tempo, going up to fast tempo. In schematic 

form,, the recorded class proceeded like this: 
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Tablee 7.7: Progression advanced bansuri lesson Hariprasad Chaurasia, Rotterdam Conservatorium, May 8,2003 

TimeTime (minisec) 

00:00-00:20 0 

00:20-01:30 0 

01:30-08:30 0 

08:300 -10:00 

10:000 -13:40 

13:40-29:17 7 

29:18-29:45 5 

29:455 - 33:20 

33:20-40:25 5 

40:25-42:20 0 

42:20-43:00 0 

43:00-45:30 0 

45:30 0 

Action Action 

Checkingg the tuning of the flutes and electric tanpuras 

Playingg the ascending and descending scale of raga Bihag 

Playingg alap, the slow introductory part to the tonal material of the raga, with the teacher 

showingg a phrase, and the students copying him as exactly as is within their power 

Copyingg phrases one by one 

Playingg together again 

Playingg jor, an introduction with an added pulse, but no rhythmic structure yet System of 

imitationn continues. Chaurasia occasionally sings phrases in sargam (note names). Some 

phrasess are repeated several times. Chaurasia indicates rhythm by ticking his ring against the 

flute. . 

Settingg the tabla machine to medium speed composition (about 5 seconds per cycle) 

Playingg the composition (already learned during earlier lessons): asthayi, antara. Tanas one by 

one,, then together, supported by Chaurasia singing the notes. 

Studentss are told to "improvise something" one by one. Chaurasia comments "very good" 

afterr both successful and less successful attempts. 

Speedingg up the composition to approximately 3 seconds per 16 beat cycle and comes to an 

end. . 

Chaurasiaa expresses being content with the achievement of the students, and briefly discusses 

thee time of day the raga is played (late evening). 

Chaurasiaa introduces the researcher and asks each student to introduce himself. 

Endd of video recording 

Fromm observing the footage and hearing the interview, and with the extensive background sketched in 

thee introduction, it is relatively simple to describe the choices made in the music transmission process 

coherently: : 

Writte nn - oral 

Thee transmission process observed is entirely oral (if we ignore the inescapable visual impulses that 

occurr in real lif e musical encounters of any kind). This is how Chaurasia prefers the music 

transmissionn to take place. But he does observe that Westerners take time to learn in this way, because 

theyy are not used to it. He relates memorising music to the way it is developed in performance, by 

statingg that the remembered piece of music in the mind forms the basis for improvisation (Interview 

Chaurasiaa May 8,2003,0:24). 

Chaurasiaa is also sensitive to the situation of the students at the conservatoire: "I don't want anybody 

too use [notation], but I'm not here all the time, so they have to record and they have to write" 
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(Intervieww Chaurasia, 0:22). He indicates that he does attach value to writing as a means to ensure 

preservationn of the material. Rather strikingly, he prefers writing to recording, because he ascribes 

greaterr longevity to written music than to sound recordings, presumably based on the vulnarability of 

tapes. . 

Inn general, this picture corresponds to the picture painted of Indian classical music at large in the 

introductionn to this case study, with a heavy emphasis on oral transmission, but some use of notation 

ass support. On the continuum, the balance is very much towards the right. 

Analyti cc - holistic 

Thee recorded lesson shows an almost entirely holistic approach. Hariprasad does not make any 

commentss beyond a non-committal "very good" at the attempts of the students to follow him or 

improvise.. Hariprasad expresses the same conception of this in the interview: "I don't explain much, 

butt I am playing." 

Itt would be too easy, however, to call his approach entirely holistic. Hariprasad consciously shows the 

developmentt of the raga in slow motion. "When I teach them, I go very slowly. I show them how to go 

fromm note to note" (Interview Chaurasia, 0:22). This actually implies an analytic strategy. The same 

goess for the fast improvisations known as tans. Chaurasia indicated he does not explain the structure 

off  these to the students, but gives them examples so they can work out the structure for themselves 

(Intervieww Chaurasia, 0:26). 

Althoughh it is not demonstrated in the lesson, in the interview Chaurasia indicates that he checks and 

correctss improvisations by the students, until they do not make certain mistakes, for instance in 

prescribedd note order, when they create new free or fixed improvisations (Interview Chaurasia, 0:25). 

Hee also corrects mistakes in approach to sound, for instance when the quality of the tone is derived 

fromfrom Western music (Interview Chaurasia, 0:27). 

Inn the interview, he makes clear that he explains theoretical aspects of music as well: 

Sometimess I explain about the raga. When I start teaching the raga, I explain: 
aboutt the chalan, about asthayi and antara, about vadi, samvadi, about the 
timingg of the ragas. (Interview Chaurasia, 0:02) 

Thee latter occurs briefly at the end of the lesson, when he asks the group at what time of day this raga 

shouldd be played. Although the picture is somewhat clouded by the structure of the curriculum, in 

whichh analytical aspects of the training of the musician have been delegated to specific modules, we 

cann establish that in this case study, the emphasis is clearly on a holistic approach, to the right of the 

continuum,, but it does display elements of analytical approaches. 
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Tangiblee - intangible 

Ass Chaurasia spends most of the lesson showing the students the way through the melodic material of 

thee raga, the emphasis seems to be on tangible aspects, but there are several pointers towards the 

intangiblee as well. Chaurasia indicates the reason for  playing with the students is sound production and 

colour. . 

II  play with them, so they can get the sound of the instrument, the beauty of 
thee notes, and they can also watch me, how I blow. This is a very difficul t part: 
howw I blow and how I make my fingers move on the flute. [...] You have to lif t 
halff  finger  to get half notes and then to create microtones through your  blowing. 
Soo they have to watch when I play. If I just sing, they wil l never  have the idea 
off  the technique of the instrument. (Interview Chaurasia, 0:05) 

Chaurasiaa indicates the students also have to learn to control the colour  of the sound, for  instance 

whenn they play a note by covering half a hole, which does not naturally sound the same as a 

completelyy covered hole. 

Theyy have to find the way how to make the sound equal. Lik e they were playing two 
madhyamss [the fourth step in the scale, which occurs both in natural and augmented form 
inn raga Bihag.]. If you play shuddha [natural] madhyam, then you have to cover  half. It should 
soundd the same when you open the note to get tivr a ma [augmented madhyam]. The same 
qualityy of sound (Interview Chaurasia, 0:08) 

Inn the interpretation of raga, he uses the common metaphor  of how one is allowed to take certain 

libertiess when interpretin g a raga: when you seethe moon temporarily hidden from view by clouds, 

thenn it looks even brighter  when it reappears. This is called avir bhav - tint bhav (Interview 

Chaurasia,, 0:16; cf Chapter  Four, Expression). 

Inn a further  comment, he goes much further , into the metaphysical: 

Theyy also have to understand that you don't have to tune the instrument, but you have 
too tune yourself. The instrument itself, the flute, does not need to be tuned, but if you 
aree not tuned here (inside), then you cannot play in tune."  (Interview Chaurasia, 0:16) 

Commentss such as these are quite common in Indian classical music transmission. Lik e in many other 

traditions,, the use of metaphor  is used frequently in order  to make the student understand aspects of 

thee music that defy description. In India, Chaurasia spends time on discussing the background of the 

musicc in terms of stories on famous musicians. In Europe, he concentrates on the sound. He says the 

studentss get the background on Indian culture through television (Interview Chaurasia, 0:34). This 

mayy seem a somewhat meagre source of in-depth understanding; perhaps Chaurasia deems a modest 

understandingg of Indian culture sufficiënt 

Onn the basis of this particular  example, the emphasis seems to lie in the middle area between tangible 

andd intangible. 
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Staticc Traditio n - constant flux 

Althoughh he himself has been involved in musical projects mixing traditions, Chaurasia emphatically 

doess not use non-Indian cultural influences in his teaching. He perceives that students are coming to 

himm to learn pure classical music, which is also the music he learned. 

However,, he does not consider the tradition that he teaches static, but rather as in constant flux on a 

firmm basis of unchangeable aspects: the fixed parts of compositions, and the way of moving around in 

thee raga as established within each distinct tradition (or school). He has an uncommonly positive 

approachh to the music of the young generation for a senior musician: "I t has very much changed, it is 

becomingg more and more beautiful. The younger generation are making it more and more beautiful 

[...]]  They are creating their own thing" (Interview Chaurasia, 0:12). Chaurasia expresses the view that 

merelyy repeating one's predecessors is not enough: creativity is an essential aspect of the North Indian 

tradition:: 'This is the beauty in classical music" (Interview Chaurasia, 0:14). 

Iff  we analyse the material he teaches, however, we find that it is very strongly traditional. His 

movementss in Bihag are the ones we find in renditions of most traditional masters, so it makes sense 

too place his approach to this area in the middle area between static tradition and constant flux, with 

perhapss a slight leaning to the right. 

Origina ll  context - completely recontextualised 

Thee class on the video bears some resemblance to any group teaching at a conservatoire, but it also has 

somee specific Indian aspects. On the superficial level, we see the students sitting on the floor. This is 

necessityy for some instruments -such as the sitar and the tanpura- and a reflection of the traditional 

concertt practice, during which the artists always sit on the floor. Chaurasia sits on a chair. It is not 

uncommonn for a guru to be in a slightly elevated position, such as a small dais, when he is teaching, 

bothh improving the visual contact with a group of students and underlining his status. Although some 

musicianss are quite egalitarian in the way they relate to students, there is no question that the guru is 

ann equal. In this case, however, the elevated position seems to be attributable primarily to a knee 

problemm (Bor, personal communication, summer 2003). Although the setting is Western and 

contemporary,, Chaurasia chooses to refer to his system of teaching at the Rotterdam Conservatoire as 

guru-éisya-paramparaa (Interview Chaurasia, 0:22). 

Inn the interview, Chaurasia gives strong hints of trying to recreate an Indian context, but he also seems 

too be aware of new realities: "I'm trying to make them Indian. When they pick up the bamboo they 

shouldd look like Indian. There sound should sound like Indian. That's what I'm trying to do." But he 

relatess this less to context then to actual musical skills and properties. And he indicates that he spend 

littl ee time on teaching his students about behavioural codes amongst musicians, which he finds they 
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pickk up themselves from being exposed to Indian culture away from the conservatoire (Interview 

Chaurasia,, 0:10). 

Chaurasiaa does not see any problem in one of the great questions and challenges of multicultural 

musicc practice: students from other cultures learning Indian music. He mentions mat there are a 

numberr of Western musicians who have reached a high level of proficiency: "If you close your eyes, 

youu will feel that this music is played by Indians" (Interview Chaurasia, 0:22), provided they have 

learnedd properly. Although it is not an extreme example, there is a definite leaning towards original 

context. . 

(Reconstructed)) authenticity- New identity 

Authenticityy is a complicated issue in the context of Hindustani music. As we have seen from the 

commentss of Chaurasia, there is very little impetus to try to reconstruct the music from the past. This 

iss considered poor musicianship. On the other hand, great value is attached to remaining true to certain 

ruless and values, particularly in early musicianship, with an emphatic personal stamp at more 

advancedd stages of learning. In this way, North Indian music can be considered to take on a new 

identityy with every new generation of musicians in a way that strives for 'true to self authenticity 

moree than 'true to historical practice/ so the balance would tilt to the right 

Monoculturall  - transcultural 

Thee situation regarding the approach to cultural diversity is very clear. Chaurasia gives evidence of an 

emphaticc attempt to recreate little India in Rotterdam. Within the idiom of this study that would be 

calledd a multicultural approach. Chaurasia does refer to his own intercultural musical experience, but 

thiss is not what the students are coming for, and it is allowed amongst students, but not especially 

stimulated.. That indicates a position on the continuum just to the right of multicultural. 

Conclusions s 

Iff  we consider the picture that emerges from the seven continua is this specific situation, we would 

encounterr a pattern as in the table overleaf: 
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Tablee 7.8: Learning Bansuri at Rotterdams Conservatorium in the Seven-Continuum Transmission Model 

Dimensionss of Transmission 

ANALYTIC C 

WRITTEN N 

TANGIBLE E 

< < 

A A 

A A 

A A 

^ ^ 

HOLISTIC C 

ORAL L 

INTANGIBLE E 

Issuess of Context 

STATICC TRADITION 

FLUX X 

ORIGINALL CONTEXT <-

(RECONSTRUCTED) ) 
AUTHENTICITY Y 

CONSTANT T 

COMPLETELY Y 
RECONTEXTUALISED D 

NEWW IDENTITY 

MONOCULTURAL L 

Approac hh to Cultura l Diversit y 

MULTICULTURALL INTERCULTURAL 

11 T 1 
11 X 1 

TRANSCULTURAL L 

Onn the basis of this pattern and the discussions of each continuum, we can establish that: 

 The system of musical transmission used by Hariprasad Chaurasia is quite close to the 

traditionall  system of music transmission used in India (see also table 7.5) 

 The views advocated by Chaurasia demonstrate awareness of the new setting and type of 

studentss he deals with in the West 

 The Conservatoire setting has not had a great deal of influence on the teaching practice, except 

for,, ironically, the reinstitution of one-on-one teaching, considered an essential feature of 

guru-sisya-parampara. guru-sisya-parampara. 

 Indian classical music exists in relative isolation within the Conservatoire context. The specific 

musicall  characteristics of Indian classical music dictate separate modules for almost every 

subject.. (While in Latin jazz and tango for example, some theoretical and practical subjects 

mayy be shared with jazz and western classical music, respectively). This may be strength and 

weakness,, a chance and a threat at once. 

Inn the end, North Indian classical music at the Rotterdam Conservatoire has retained its character as a 

musiquemusique savante, with a focus on one-to-one education by settling in a system that already supports 

this.. A major difference with Western methods of teaching is the insistence on oral and holistic 

transmission,, with less emphasis on tangible aspects. This is partly compensated by teaching support 

subjects,, but it remains the essence of the transmission practice, which ironically, as we have 

establishedd at the end of Chapter Five, is more in line with contemporary, constructivist flunking on 

educationn than much of the positivist approach that still can be found at the basis of organisation and 

curriculumm in traditional Conservatoires. 
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